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Abstract— The study aimed to propose a judgment-based evaluation model for usability evaluating of big data 
interactive system s. Human judgment is associated with uncertainty and gray information. We used the fuzzy 
technique for integration, summarization, and distance calculation of quality value judgment. The proposed 
model is an integrated fuzzy Multi Factors Evaluation (MFE) model based on experts’ judgments in HCI, ISPD, 
and AMLMs. We provided a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) for scoring usability evaluation metrics in different 
big data interactive system s. A multi-model big data interactive system is implemented for experimental testing 
of the model. The achieved results from the proposed model and experimental tests are compared using 
statistical correlation tests. The results show the ability of the proposed model for usability evaluation of big 
data interactive systems without the need for conducting empirical tests. It is concluded that applying a dataset 
in a neuro-FIS and training system cause to produce more than a hundred effective rules. The findings indicate 
that the proposed model can be applied for big data interactive system evaluation, informative evaluation, and 
complex empirical tests. Future studies may improve the FIS with the integration of artificial neural networks. 

Keywords— Usability Evaluation, Usability testing, Big data interactive systems, Fuzzy Multi Factors 
Evaluation (MFE), Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), Experts’ Judgment. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

he COVID-19 scenario has led  to a significant expansion in using interactive systems. Therefore, 

evaluating and comparing big data interactive systems has received more and more attention from 

researchers. The most popular w ay for usability evaluation in big data interactive systems is conduct-

ing empirical tests. However, sometimes the empirical test is very tough and expensive due to secu r-

ing space, developing the tests, hiring participants, etc. Moreover, in prototype testing, we cannot 

apply empirical testing. Evaluating big data interactive systems is extensively investigated  in H u-

man-Computer Interaction (HCI) in interd isciplinary fields. It is an activity that examines the degree 

to which an interactive system satisfies user goals and expectations [1].  Various studies consider 

evaluating interactive systems. An et al. (2017) proposed  a network data envelopment analysis model 

to measure the interactive relationship between system components  [2]. Their model evaluates a par-

allel system with two interactive components in only two centralized  and non -centralized  modes. 

This model specifically evaluates networks with interactive components. H owever, developing a 

multi-mode system for evaluation is a proper method for comparing all of the interactive systems,  

which we adopt from this study. Benson & Powell (2015) propose an interview protocol to improve 

investigative interviewing of children in training interactive systems [3]. Various studies empirically 

evaluate the usability of HCI interactive systems through System Usability Scale [4], usability heuris-

tics [5], or multiple criteria [6]; [7]; [8]; [9]. While the type of interactive system is not considered  to 

select proper criteria for evaluation. For mobile applications, educational systems, and agriculture 

systems, they used  the same heuristics or scales with the same level of importance for all criteria. The 

basic view in evaluating interactive systems is empiricism [10]. Thus, these kinds of evaluations of 
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interactive systems are dominant. Empirical evaluations pay to the user's needs, and it requires car e-

fu l planning in method selection. An empirical evaluation is essential to attend to the users' behavior 

and their interaction with the system. There are several methods in empirical evaluation [3]; [11]; [12] 

as well as in books with more specific framing about the empirical usability evaluation and the user 

experience [1].  These methods include observation, interview, focus groups, user testing, field  tes t-

ing, field  studies, questionnaires, surveys, d iary studies, and  empirical usability testing. Exper i-

mental usability testing is a summative assessment that often occurs late in the design phase. It is two 

types of evaluations, including formative and summative. Format ive evaluation focuses on usability 

problems, and summative evaluation evaluates the effectiveness of the final design  [13]. So, develop-

ers are looking at methods that can be used  earlier when only an immature design is available [10]. 

The empirical usability testing should  provide objective data that is d ifficult and expensive. It costs 

money and time to set up and execute a good empirical study. Costs revolve around securing space, 

the development time of the tests, hiring participants, etc. [14]. Therefore, we only focus on the form-

ative evaluating the interactive systems. Formative evaluations focus on identifying usability pro b-

lems through a redesign. Some of the most common expert -based usability assessment methods in-

clude reviewing guides based on interaction design guidelines, innovative assessment, cognitive en-

hancements, usage paths, formal usability inspections, and innovative marches [15]. Recently, these 

experts-based  techniques have become extended through proposing new models of evaluation fa c-

tors [16]; [17], new heuristics [18]; [19], usability evaluation in a new generation of software [20]; [21], 

integration of expert-based techniques and using machine learning techniques to predictive several 

usability factors based  on expert’ opinion [22]; [55]. As w e d iscussed , the expert-based usability eval-

uation in the literature is completely static. To our best knowledge, there is not any usability evalu a-

tion method that comprehensively and  dynamically evaluates a big data interactive system with  con-

sidering multiple factors, uncertainty, and experts’ judgments. The past researchers used  artificial in-

telligence and active learning methods only for measuring or predicting factors and not obtaining the 

effect of factors dynamically. For example, Imel et al. (2019) proposed a system based on machine 

learning techniques to predicting and generating feedback in a usability therapy assessment  [22]. Our 

objective is to propose a new model to evaluate big data interactive systems that covers all the needs 

of formative and non-empirical evaluation. This model dynamically determines the effect of evalu a-

tion factors based  on the big data interactive system using a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). Therefore, 

big data interactive system s will have a d ifferent and proper formulation for their u sability evalu a-

tion. We consider ISO standards and the most popular usability evaluation factors presented  in the 

literature to be used  in FIS. Finally, we apply the fuzzy Multiple Factors Evaluation (MFE) approach 

for i) comparing two or more big data interactive system s or ii) evaluating an interactive system in-

dividually. In fuzzy MFE and FIS, we fuzzify human opinion through designing proper fuzzy Mem-

bership  Functions (MFs). Fuzzification of expert judgment provides a mapping of the human deci-

sion to crisp numbers [23]; [24]. We implement a multi-model Big data interactive systems  for People 

with Disabilities (ISPDs) based on four active machine-learning methods. This multi-model system 

will be evaluated  using the proposed evaluation model for all four applied  machine-learning meth-

ods. In this study, the methodology of Active Machine Learning Methods (AMLMs) evaluation using 

the fuzzy MFE method  is explained in section 2. In continue, section 3 provides the results of co n-

sistency, assessment of AMLMS effects, and evaluating fuzzy MFE method. Section 4 concludes the 

study. 

2 RELATED WORKS 

Based on our objective, the study is limited  to formative evaluation of interactive systems, dynamically, 

and based on multiple factors, expert ju dgments, and uncertainty. In this section, we d iscuss the most 

related  online published works in 1970-2020 and, present the d ifference between associated  w orks and  

the current study.  Usability evaluation is a multi-criteria decision-making problem that involves multi-

ple fuzzy factors. The MFE methods address the uncertainty and user preferences also can be applied  for 

formative usability evaluation. Fuzzy d istance calculation and  pairwise comparison are the most pop u-

lar methods used  in fuzzy MFE. These methods are used  to conduct the usability evaluation of d ifferent 

systems [25]; [26]; [27]; [28]. Ramanayaka, Chen & Shi (2019) have applied  MCDM methods, for the 

weighting of usability factors to reveal the level of each factors' contribution to the usabilit y index of 

library websites [28]. Chang and Dillon (2006) for the first time, used  fuzzy set theory in usability evalu a-
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tion [29]; [30].. They defined six d imensions for usability evaluation as System feedback, Consistency, 

Error prevention, Performance/ efficiency, User like/ d islike, and Error recovery. Chang and Dillon (2006) 

evaluated  their FIS in several d ifferent user interfaces [29]. Kumar, Tadayoni, & Sorensen (2015) defined  

five fuzzy usability attributes as navigation, presentation, learnability, cus tomizing, and task support  

[31]. Huddy et al. (2019) suggest a consolidated , hierarchical usability model with a detailed  taxonomy 

for specifying and identifying the quality components and measuring usability  [32]. The studies as men-

tioned earlier solve the uncertainty of quality components and address the user preferences in usability 

evaluations. They have proposed FISs for a dynamic usability evaluation. This FIS is provided for ge n-

eral evaluation [29]; [30]; [32] or a specific application [31]. In these studies, the evaluation metrics are the 

input of FIS, and the output is the score of usability. Therefore, in provided FIS, when the fuzzy value of 

evaluation metrics changes, the system gives a new score for usability. However, in this study, when the 

interactive system changes, the system generates a new  formula for usability evaluation. In the new 

formula, the effect of usability factors (variables coefficient) takes a new value. The proposed FIS pr o-

vides the effect of evaluation metrics (outputs of FIS) based  on types of big data interactive systems (in-

puts of FIS). 

3 METHODOLOGIES 

This research has been performed both experimentally and analytically. We propose a model for evalua t-

ing computer big data interactive systems based  on experts’ judgments. This model resolves to evaluate 

big data interactive systems in conflict problems. It is proper for situations that conducting an empirical 

evaluation of an interactive system is costly or complicated . The proposed model has three p hases (Fig-

ure 1). In the first phase, an expert system is implemented  to formula usability evaluation for big data 

interactive systems, dynamically. In the second  and third  phases, the big data interactive systems evalu-

ate or compare accordingly based on the generated  formula in the first phase. If a practitioner w ants to 

evaluate an interactive system individually, they need to apply the second and third  phases. Also, if a 

practitioner wants to compare two big data interactive systems, then they need to use the first and third  

phases. 

 

Fig. 1 Proposed Model 

3.1 Pre-processing of Model 
In the first phase, a FIS is presented , which uses the interactive system as an input and produces the 

effect of usability criteria as an output. We used the effects received in the formula of usability evaluation 

as the new variable coefficients.  Therefore, we obtain a new formulation of usability evaluation, which is 

su itable for evaluating the specified  interactive system. 

 

3.1.1 Classify Big data interactive systems 

Types of big data interactive systems are determined through the classification of big data interactive 
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systems. In the cause of the variety of big data interactive systems, we consider the four main HCI classi-

fications i) human contribution, ii) human activities, iii) system objective and iv) information processing. 

The first classification is based  on the level of human contribution. That is adopted  from Sheridan & 

Verplank (1978), which proposed groups of human contributions for big data interactive systems [33]. 

Figure 2 shows a 10-point scale of groups of the human contribution that is provided in an interactive 

system. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Groups of Human Contribution in Big data interactive systems 

In implementating our expert system, these10 levels form 10 inputs of the sys tem. The classification of 

human contribution is one of the factors to determine interactive system type. The second classification is 

associated  with user actions. These actions include instruction, conversation, manipulation & navigation, 

and exploration [34]. It is important to note that these actions can do together. Different methods are 

used  in user interface development. The first method is to allow the user to issue instructions to the sy s-

tem while performing tasks. The second method can be based on  the user's conversation with the system. 

In the third  method, the user can manipulate an environment of virtual objects and go their own way. 

The fourth method is based  on a structured  information presentation system. This system allows users to 

learn things without having to ask specific questions.  The third  classification is based  on the purpose of 

the interactive system. Usability evaluation is d irectly affected  by the purpose of the interactive system. 

An interactive learning system and an interactive medical system have d ifferent users, and the users 

have d ifferent needs. The most proper system with a high usability level is the system, which has the 

maximum mapping to user needs. We conducted  a survey on 182 articles that is resulted  from the search 

in Web of Science Core Collection, in 2018-2019 with “interactive system ” search key and in the category 

of computer science. Component factor analysis in “IBM SPSS statistics 25” is used  to classify purposes 

of interactive systems in these articles. Finally, we obtained six classes for purpose of int eractive systems 

and named business, games, urban, education, medical, and military (Figure 3). The classes have d iffer-

ent popularities in collected  articles. For example, commerce has the most popular and the military has 

less popularity among interactive systems.  

 

Fig. 3 Interactive Systems Purposes 
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Interactive systems with the purpose of commerce personalize electronic commerce environments based on 

Human Factors. Today, personalization is everywhere. Interactive systems with education purposes include e-

learning, virtual learning, learning management, and learning services like producing data sets or exploring 

databases [35]. Interactive systems with medical purposes consist of medical decision support systems, ther a-

pist robots, surgery robots, health information systems, and therapeutic systems in interaction with the physi-

cian, patient, or expert. The final classification is based on the level of information processing. We adopted a 

four-level of information processing [36] (Figure 4). In this four-level model, almost all the components of 

human information processing are obtained during information processing by cognitive psychologists. The 

performance of different levels in processing operations overlaps in time. Levels can also be coordinated in 

"perception-action" cycles to provide a precise serial sequence from stimulus to response.  

 

Fig. 4 Levels of Information Processing in Interactive Systems 

 

The first level includes the positioning and orienting of sensory receptors, sensory processing, initial prepro-

cessing of data before complete comprehension, and selective attention. The second level involves the con-

scious understanding and manipulating information processed and retrieved in working memory. The third 

level is where decisions are made based on cognitive processing. The last level, the fourth level, involves exe-

cuting a response or action consistent with the choice of decision. 

 

3.1.2 Determining Usability Criteria 

In this section, we focused on two sources of usability evaluation criteria:  i) ISO standards, and ii) literature 

review. According to ISO 9126, the usability feature is defined as "the ability of a software product to be u n-

derstood, learned, used and attractive to the user when used in specific circumstances" (ISO 9126-2 2001). ISO 

9241-11 defines usability as "the extent to which a product is used by specified users to achieve specified goals 

with specific effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction." The definitions of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfac-

tion are similar in ISO 9241 and ISO 9126, except that ISO 9126 is software-based, and ISO 9241-11 is user-

based. The latest revision of 9241-11 proposes eight criteria for interactive systems usability (learnability, regu-

lar use, error protection, accessibility, maintainability, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction) [37]. Error 

protection is minimizing the possibility that users can make errors that could lead to undesirable consequen c-

es. In the current research, from these eight criteria, we exclude regular use, maintain ability, and satisfaction 

because we are focusing on a formative evaluation.  There is not a ready software product to use users’ opin-

ions for the informative evaluation. The usability predicts based on the expert opinion. Therefore, the regular 

use, maintainability, and satisfaction metrics are not measurable in this stage.  In literature, researchers con-

sider a wide range of criteria for usability evaluation. We selected the high cited articles with more than 100 

citations in google scholar that provided a list of usability metrics (Figure 5). Sharp et al. (2019) is the most 

associated and latest work that proposes six criteria (effectiveness, efficiency, safety, utility, learnability, mem-

orability) for usability evaluation, especially in interactive systems [34]. The system utility is directly associat-

ed with how its performance is appropriate based on the users’ needs. One of the users’ needs is the simplici-

ty of using a system. Ease of learning methods is essential to use a system. Users do not like to spend a lot of 

time learning how to work the system. This problem is especially important for interactive products intended 

for daily usage. However, many users find this tedious, complex, and time-consuming. It seems that if most 

users are not able to spend their time learning using the system, it is necessary to create a wide range of learn-

ing capabilities for the system. Since we are going to conduct a formative evaluation, memorability, and safe-

ty. Sharp et al. (2019) define memorability as “when users return to the design after a period of not using it, 

how easily can they reestablish proficiency [34].” In the current study, we do not consider flexibility and secu-

rity evaluation, and we only focus on usability, so we exclude the safety factor as well. 
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Fig. 5 Usability Evaluation Metrics in High Cited Studies 

 

In this study, we adopt the expert measurable and formative usability evaluation principles collected from 

standards and literature (Figure 6). Therefore, the final usability evaluation metrics th at we select for the out-

put of the usability evaluation formula are effectiveness, efficiency, error protection, learnability, and utility. 

Accessibility and utility have overlap definitions so, we combine them under utility. 

 

Fig. 6 Selection of Usability Evaluation Metrics for Big data interactive systems 

3.1.3 Implementing a Fuzzy Inference Analyzer 
Usability criteria are generally in two groups fuzzy variables and linguistic variables. The interactive system is 

determined based on four criteria. There are three criteria of fuzzy variables. They include user participation, 

user activity, and information processing. In this study, FIS was designed for usability evaluation using 

MATLAB with a fuzzy logic toolbox. In this study, we implemented a Mam dani-based FIS. This system was 

designed to measure the influence of the usability criteria on the whole interactive system (Figure 7). In this 

method, a fuzzy control strategy is used to plot the given inputs through rules, and produce an output based 

on these rules. The input is four classifications of big data interactive systems, and the output is five usability 

metrics. One of the inputs (System Aim) is not considered as a fuzzy variable because we only determine one 

main objective for an interactive system. However, the other three inputs and five outputs are fuzzy variables.  

 

Fig. 7 Usability Evaluator FIS with Four Inputs and Five Outputs 
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The designed system is based on fuzzy MFs and if-then rules. The MFs and generated rules help to fuzzy and 

eliminate fuzzy variables, which is called fuzzification. In fuzzification, perform the process of converting a 

fuzzy output to a clear output in FIS. The input for the FIS is a fuzzy set, and the output is a single number. 

An MF is a curve with membership rates between 0 and 1. The MF represents a fuzzy set and is usually d e-

noted by μA. In the fuzzy set, for an element x of X, the value of μA is called the membership degree x. Mem-

bership degree, μA (x) determines a degree of membership of the element x in the fuzzy set. A value of 0 
shows that x is not a member of the fuzzy set. A value of 1 show that x is a full member of the fuzzy set. Speci-

fies values between 0 and 1 indicate the fuzzy members. Fuzzy logic has eleven internal MFs, and these fun c-

tions are made up of several essential functions, including linear fragment functions, Gaussian distribution 

function, sigmoid curves, and quadratic & cube polynomial curves. We determine the MFs for interactive 

system type inputs and usability metrics output according to the suitability of MF in representing fuzzy var i-

ables [38]. Figure 8 shows the designed MFs of inputs of big data interactive systems classes. Human contri-

bution MFs have ten trapezoidal MFs representing the ten groups of human contribution (Figure 8.a). Human 

activities have 4 Gaussian MFs representing instructing, conversing, manipulating/ navigating, and explor-

ing/  browsing (Figure 8.b). The simplest MFs are formed using straight lines, and the simplest is a triangular 

MF that we used for crisp input (system purpose) (Figure 8.c). We defined four polynomial curves represen t-

ing the information processing levels since each level includes the low er levels (Figure 8.d). 

 
Fig. 8 Input Variables MFs 

 

The output variables have the same MFs. A nine fuzzy scale of importance representing nine Gaussian curves 

was applied to determine the importance degree for each usability metric (Figure 9). 

  

Fig 9. Usability Metrics MFs 

 

Finally, we design if-then rules in the relation between interactive system types, and the effect of usability 

metrics to predict the effect of usability metrics using fuzzy inferencing (Figure 10).  
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Fig. 10 A Part of if-then Rules in the FIS 

3.1.4 Formulating usability evaluation 

This study aimed to generate evaluation scores for all types of big data interactive systems. We proposed a 

fuzzy approach to creating the effect of usability metrics. We make a usability evaluation formula (Equation 1) 

based on the relationship between effects obtained and the final evaluation score, to calculate the final evalu a-

tion score.  

 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = ∑√𝑀𝑉𝑖  ∗ 𝑀𝐼𝑖2𝑅𝐼5
𝑖=1             (1) 

 

Usability is a variable that keeps the final score of usability calculated in this equation (1). Variable “i” is a 

counter that counts from 1 to 5 since we have five usability metrics. Here, usability is a standard value. 

Arithmetic means to divide into random usability indices. Usually, based on the simulation method and the 

number of matrices, calculate different RIs. We adopt RI from Noble and Sanchez (1993) [39], which carried 

out 2500, 1000, and 5000 simulation runs. Random usability index (RI) is associated with previous usability 

experience of similar big data interactive systems (Table 1). If a similar system is very successful in providing 

usability, then the usability RI is 0.4, and if we do not have experience in a similar case, then the RI is 1.0. 

 

TABLE 1 Random Usability Index Table Based on the Noble & Sanchez (1993) Simulation [39] 

 

Variable MI is the effect of usability metrics generated by a FIS. MI1, MI2, MI3, MI4, MI5 are the effects of 

effectiveness, efficiency, learnability, utility, and error protection correspondingly. Variable MV is the value of 

usability metrics, which is calculated through MFE methods. MV1, MV2, MV3, MV4, MV5 are the values of 

effectiveness, efficiency, learnability, utility, and error protection. In the second and third phases, we ex-

plained that how we can obtain MV, when we have one interactive system for evaluation, or when we have 

multiple big data interactive systems for comparison. 

3.2 Usability Evaluating of an Interactive System  
In the second phase, the following steps should be conducted for evaluating an interactive system. A distance-

based multi-factor evaluation method is proposed to provide the value of metrics (MV) in the usability form u-

la.   

3.2.1 Identify the Interactive System Class 

This section is a typical section for phases 2 and 3. We need to determine the state of the entire interactive 

system in each class that is an input of the fuzzy system. For example, in an interactive system, the human 

contribution is at the sixth level, human activities are at the conversing level, and the purpose of the system is 

education. Also, the information processing contains all four steps of processing (Figure 11).  
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Fig. 11 Associated Inputs for an Interactive System in Fuzzy System  

3.2.2 Set Related Evaluation Formula 

We need to have MI, IR, and MV for the usability formula. In the example mentioned above, the obtained 

effect of usability factors (MI) is the output of the fuzzy system (Figure 12).  

 

 
Fig. 12 Obtained Outputs in Sample Interactive System 

 

When we have, a similar implemented, and usability tested interactive system, we select the proper RI from 

Table 1. In the aforementioned interactive system example, we assume not existing similar case so, the IR is 1 

and the usability formula is (Equation 2), 
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3.2.3 Judgment Sampling 

Expert judgment is the basis of evaluation usability values (MV). In the FIS system, a limited  number of 

features can be considered . In this case, system designers must be experts in implementing and evalua t-

ing big data interactive systems. In our system, a judgmental sampling strategy is u sed  to perform the 

evaluation. This method is a non-probability sampling method in which the researcher selects measur a-

ble features based  on existing knowledge or professional judgment. In this sampling, the expertise of 

experts has priority instead  of the number of experts [40]. In this study, we use the judgment sampling 

method to select experts. The experts jug the interactive system and provide the input of the fuzzy sy s-

tem and supply essential data for the multi-factor evaluation method. 

3.2.4 Assess Metrics Based on The Fuzzy Calculating Distance 

The implemented FIS is only used to determine the effect of usability metrics, but the value of usability met-

rics for evaluating an interactive system will obtain through an MFE method, which is an operational research 

approach. MFE typically deals with evaluating a set of alternatives based on multiple criteria and experts ’ 
judgment. Since MFE considers multiple factors for evaluation and it works based on decision makers’ opin-

ions, it can be used for the assessment software and systems when the empirical testing is complex.  In this 

phase, we determine a multi-dimension scale corresponding to our criteria. We have five dimensions because 

of five usability metrics. The experts selected for judgment, indicate the performance of the entire interactive 

system in each metric with seven linguistic variables as Very bad (VB), Bad (B), Medium bad (MB), Medium 

(M), Medium good (MG), Good (G), Very good (VG). The fuzzy values for this scale based on triangular MF 

are (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 3), (1, 3, 5), (3, 5, 7), (5, 7, 9), (7, 9, 10) and (9, 10, 10). We consider an ideal solution with a 

fuzzy value (10, 10, 10). The Metric Value (MV) is a distance between the ideal point and fuzzy value, it indi-

cates by a subjective expert. The distance between these two triangular fuzzy numbers I = (I1, I2, I3) and M = 

(M1, M2, M3) is calculated according to fuzzy distance calculation presented in Equation 3 as: 

 𝑀𝑉 = √13 [(𝐼1 − 𝑀1)2 + (𝐼2 − 𝑀2)2 + (𝐼3 − 𝑀3)2]        (3) 
 

Where I = (10, 10, 10) and M is a fuzzy value that corresponds to linguistic variables, which are expressed by 

an expert for a metric. 

 

3.3 Comparating Usability Between More Than One Interactive System 

For comparing big data interactive systems with a different purpose, phase 2 is applicable as we run this 

phase separately for each interactive system and obtain usability scores. Then we look at the usability scores 

for comparing systems. However, when we want to compare big data interactive systems with the same pur-

pose, human contribution, human activities, and information processing, we apply a pairwise comparison 

based MFE method for providing MVs. The usability of an interactive system with the same type calculates 

through Equation 4: 

 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗 = ∑ √𝑀𝑉𝑗𝑖 ∗𝑀𝐼𝑖2𝑅𝐼     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑛5𝑖=1   (4) 

 

For example, MV21 contains the value of the human contribution metric for interactive system 2. Also, when 

we have two big data interactive systems, then usability1 is the value of usability for interactive system one, 

and usability2 is the value of usability for interactive system 2.   

3.3.1 Identify the Big data interactive systems Class 

We have multiple interactive systems with the exact class of human contribution and activities, objectives, and 

information processing. Therefore, we will receive the same effect of usability metrics (MI) for these systems.   

3.3.2 Pairwise Comparating Systems on Related Criteria Based on the Fuzzy Variables 

The Pairwise comparison matrices are constructed to compare the interactive systems for each criterion (usa-

bility metric). The intensity of big data interactive systems in a metric corresponds using judgment’s opinions 

through linguistic variables (Table 2). 

 

TABLE 2 The linguistic Variable Scales and Their Related Fuzzy Numbers 
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Linguistic variables Related Fuzzy Number 

Very Strong (VS) (7, 9, 10) 

Fairly Strong (FS) (5, 7, 9) 

Strong (S) (1, 3, 5) 

Equal (E) (1, 1, 1) 

Weak (W) (1, 1/ 3, 1/ 5) 

Fairly Weak (FW) (1/ 5, 1/ 7, 1/ 9) 

Very Weak (VW) (1/ 7, 1/ 9, 1/ 10) 

 

The relative intensity of one system over another system for ranking in a usability metric is expressed using 

pairwise comparisons. These comparisons construct five pairwise comparison matrices corresponding to five 

criteria (usability metrics). Let  𝐶 = [Ci]n   i = 1, 2,… , n be the set of big data interactive systems. The result of 

the pairwise comparison is summarized in an evaluation matrix as follows (Equation 5): 

  𝐶𝑊 = [cw11    … cw1n  ⋮        ⋱  ⋮cwn1     … cwnn]      (5) 

Where 𝐶𝑊 = [cwij]n×n and cwij shows the intensity of the system Ci over system Cj through defuzzificating 

fuzzy values.  

3.3.3 Obtaining Eigenvector 
We produce the eigenvector from the pairwise comparison matrices to determine the ranking of big data 

interactive systems in each metric. We apply squaring, summarization, and normalization operations on 

pairwise comparison matrixes to obtain the eigenvector (Equations 5 & 6):  

 

1. Squaring pairwise comparison matrix and construct S as 𝑆 = [sij]n×n  .  
2. Summarization row elements of matrix S and construct  𝐶𝑆⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ = [csi]n   where: csi = ∑ Sijnj=1           (5) 

3. Normalization vector 𝐶𝑆⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  to reach eigenvector𝐶𝑁⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ = [cni]n where:  𝑐𝑛𝑘 =  CSk∑ CSini=1            (6) 

4. Repeat steps 1-3 and compare the unique vector in each iteration with the previous step to make the differ-

ence between the special vectors much smaller. The last special vector is the priority vector. 

 

Previous mathematical studies have shown that special vector solutions are the best approach to obtain prior i-

ty rankings from the pairwise comparison matrix [54]. Therefore, values of big data interactive systems in 

each metric will obtain from the eigenvector 𝐶𝑁⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗. The appropriate vector is the priority that MV represents for 

big data interactive systems. Each pairwise comparison matrix corresponds to one criterion. The specific vec-

tor obtained for each matrix, including the rank of the systems in a criterion, is considered.  

4. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE 

The research utilizes the experiment to evaluate the proposed model. The correlation between the results of 

the experimental test and the proposed model, represents the efficiency of the proposed model for evaluating 

big data interactive systems. Researchers apply different methodologies in ASRs (Automatic Speech Recogn i-

tion) to address various types of disabilities [41]; [42]; [43]. The AMLMS algorithms are frequently applied in 

these systems to recognize the speech of disabled people who suffered from dysarthria [44]; [45]; & [46]. We 

implement a multimodel ASR interactive system in four ways of classification data in each mode that applies 

one of the AMLMs. We evaluate the usability in four modes of the multi-model ASR system through i) pro-

posed model and ii) experimental study, then the results compare with statistical analysis (Figure 13). The 

multimodal ASR system applies for recognizing continuous speech at the sentence level. The effect of usabil-

ity metrics for multimodel ASR is determined through a FIS (phase 1). Active learning methods can be divid-
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ed into four categories: (1) single-view, single-learner (SVSL); (2) single-view, multi-learner (SVML); (3) multi-

view, single-learner (MVSL); and (4) multi-view, multi-learner (MVML) [47]. Multimodel ASR is based on the 

AMLMs (SVSL, SVML, MVSL, and MVML) and  acts like four separate big data interactive systems. 

Weighting the usability metrics for multimodel ASR is conducted through the third phase. Based on judgment 

sampling, three experts in HCI, ISPD, and AMLMs were recruited to compare four system modes in  multiple 

metrics. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Process of Experimental Testing 

 

The experts’ judgments are processed using Equations 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 to obtain the usability score in four modes 

of the ASR system. In the experimental test, we recruited ten participants with speech disorders as utterances. 

The participants utter the sentences in different system modes then the usability metrics are measured based 

on system output. The correlation between the experimental results and the proposed model’s results repre-

sents the efficiency of the proposed model for evaluating big data interactive systems. The hypotheses analy-

sis is conducted to show the efficiency of the proposed model based on the obtained results in an exper i-

mental test of methods. The study population included academics working on HCIs, ISPDs, and machine 

learning techniques. The selection of these individuals was made by searching the search portal of academic 

researchers at http:/ / academic.research.microsoft.com/  and searching Google at http:/ / www.google.com. 

Finally, among the retrieved individuals, ten specialists appointed to collect data. After sending an electronic 

invitation to them, three experts responded positively and participated in the study. First, they briefly in-

formed about the study background and objectives through the Skype video conference tool, and explan a-

tions gave about the multi-criteria evaluation method. Then, these experts were asked to determine the modes 

together according to five criteria and compare them based on the third step or study.  

 

4.1 Multi-Model ASR System 

This study has developed a multi-model ASR system in four modes; each mode applies one of the AMLMs to 

perform the data classification. This system as modern state of the art ASR system can act for pre-processing 

or feature extraction as well as acoustic, lexical, and language models. Some procedures have been developed 

for acoustic modeling, including Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Vector 

Quantization, and Neural Networks [48]. HMM is a model based on the dominant recognition paradigm, in 

which speech changes are statistically modeled. In a multimodal ASR system, neural networks are commonly 

used to estimate word probabilities. In this system, the probabilities determined using HMM eventually b e-

come the most probable strings of the word. Figure 14 shows the general structure of the multi-model ASR 

system. 
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Fig. 14 Multi-Model ASR System 

 

The ASR system detects several models of continuous speech at the first level (one-sentence phrases) for each 

participant. This system uses users' voice to detect users' speech disorders. These disorders include the pro-

duction of incorrect speech sounds or improper sounds. Each participant spoke 215 sentences including a 

total of 1,079 words. Each sentence was spoken three times to minimize errors in mispronunciation in recor d-

ing their speech. The audio is recorded in a suitable studio to reduce external no ises. The sampling rate used 

to record was 16 kHz. All recorded voices were then labeled using a wave tagging tool to show the boundary 

of silence and pause between the words in each sentence. The MFCC technique was used to perform feature 

vector extraction operations using 25 ms frames and ten ms in the Hamming window. 

 

4.2 Participants 

We recruited ten participants with speech disorders. The participants have speech problems such as difficu l-

ties pronouncing sounds, or articulation disorders, and stuttering. Since there are two criteria (utility and 

Efficiency) subjective and must be rated based on participants’ opinions, the participants can express their 

opinion in these two criteria are selected from previous studies. The demographic information of these par tic-

ipants is given in Table 3. The participants uttered 30 sentences containing 75 words (an average of 2.5 words 

per sentence) in different system modes. Then, the criteria are measured  based on system output. 

 

TABLE 3. Demographic Information of Participants 

Participant Gen. Age problem 

1 F 24 pronouncing sounds 

2 M 30 Stuttering 

3 F 28 articulation d isorders 

4 F 27 Researcher pronouncing sounds 

5 M 31 Stuttering 

6 F 33 Researcher articulation d isorders 

7 F 35 Stuttering 

8 M 25 pronouncing sounds 

9 M 32 pronouncing sounds 

10 M 38 articulation d isorders 

4.2.1 Metrics Measurements  
System utility is measured  subjectively (self-reported ) and objectively (computer recorded measures). In 

some studies, using subjective measures is a weak form of measurement [49]. Using ASR show that some 

users' standard  features in speeching are the repetition of some words, as well as the non -use of some 

words. However, using a specific system to conduct studies in this area, relies on the participants in the 

study. A multi-model ASR system depends on the number of times the system is used  as an input in ter-

mediary and the tasks assigned to the system [50]. Learnability is a quantitative criterion calculated  u s-

ing the following formula (Equation 7): 

 Learnability = [log2 ∑ (1 − number of speech rejection)Idealfeedbacki
n

i=1 ]  × 100 

  (7) 
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Where n is the number of evaluation samples. 

  

Error Protection is calculated  through three elements: failure to hear or understand (E1); falsehoods pr o-

duced in hearing or understanding (E2) and clarifications required  to hear or understand (E3). These 

problems need to solve for both users, and the system (Equation 8).  

 

 

 Error Handling = √∑ ∑ [((IdealE1Outputi − ASRE1Outputi)2)j +((IdealE2Outputi − ASRE2Outputi)2)j +((IdealE3Outputi − ASRE3Outputi)2)j ]ni=1mj=1 n × m   
       (8) 

 

In which m is the number of evaluation samples, and n is the vocabulary size. 

 

The Efficiency indicated  the ability of ASR to deal with various information attributes. We utilized  a list 

of information attributes relevant for a broad spectrum of HCI applications that is presented  by van and 

his colleagues [51]. It is highly subjective and commonly rated  based on users’ opinions. We then place 

each of the AMLMs for Audition Speech modality as “less,” “neutral,” or “more” appropriate to present 

the specific information attribute that is proposed by van Erp & Toet (2015)[51]. The amount of effective-

ness in the ASR system usually indicates the accuracy of the tasks performed by the system, and this 

means the degree of accuracy of the system in detecting the user's speech. Accuracy is determined by 

checking the number of words caught. The p ercentage of these words is determined by the total number 

of words. Another alternative measure of the ASR system ’s response, especially when recognizing im-

paired  speech, is the word  error rate (WER) [50], which is formulated  as follows (Equation 9): 

 

 WER = Addition + Substitution + OmissionNumber of Words X100%               (9) 
 

Where:  

• Phoneme addition is an extra sound (or sounds) added to the intended word  

• Phoneme substitu tion is one phoneme substitu ted  for another. 

• Phoneme omission is a specific sound (or  sounds) not produced. 

 

Based on Saz et al. (2009) the Effectiveness is formulated  as follow s (Equation 10) [52]: 

 Effectiveness = 100% − WER           (10) 

 

4.2.2 Hypothesis Testing 

The following hypotheses are defined to validate the outcomes obtained through the  proposed model 

statistically: H1 – The usability of the multi-model system is correlated  with obtained results  

The list of variables used  to test the hypothesis included: 

1. Percentage of system performance (dependent, ratio)  

2. Criteria (independent, nominal) 

3. Method (independent, nominal) 

In SPSS software, the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) analyzes the relationship  between rankings 

generated  by the MFE method and experimental tests. This coefficient is a statistical tool to determine 

the type and extent of the relationship between one quantitative variable and another quantitative varia-

ble and show s the correlation between two variables [53]. Here, this method is used  to determine the 

correlation between two variables. The correlation coefficient (r) show s how the data of a scatter are 

placed in a straight line.  

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the study present in three sections. The first section is about the relation of interactive 

system classes and usability metrics, the second section is related  to fuzzy MFE results, and the third  
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section is related  to hypothesis MFE results. 

5.1 Relation of Interactive System Classes and Usability Metrics 

In Figure 15, a part of produced output surfaces of the FIS according to set ru les are demonstrated . Infe r-

encing of fuzzy ru les shows that at the low level of human contribution the error protection metric has 

higher importance than the high level of human  contribution (Figure 15.a). Also, the system objective is 

associated  with the effect of error protection where medical, and military have the highest importance of 

error protection (Figure 15.b). Human participation and the ability to learn are d irectly r elated  to each 

other. Increasing human participation leads to increased  learning ability. However, the system objective 

and learnability do not have d irect connection (Figure 15.c). System objective has a d irect relation with 

effectiveness; for example, medical has the highest effect of significance. The information processing 

level affects the effectiveness. The higher level of information processing leads to a higher effect on the 

effectiveness (Figure 15.d). 

 

a. Relation of human contribution, information level, and error protection      b. Relation of system objective, human contribution, and error protection 

 

 

c. Relation of human contribution, system objective, and learnability                       d. Relation of system objective, information level, and effectiveness 

Fig.15 A part of output surfaces 

 

 

5.2 Fuzzy MFE Results 

In the third  phase, we used  MFE methods for evaluating AMLMs. This evaluation is based  on expert 

opinions rather than experiments. The experts have been selected  from the academic board  of the 

University of Malaya with experience, and knowledge in two scop es: i) AMLMs, and ii) ISPDs. Five 

evaluation criteria as “utility,” “Efficiency,” “Learnability,” “Effectiveness,” and  “Error Protection” are 

determined in the first phase. The group experts were asked to compare the ASR modes with each other 

in the criteria (usability metrics). The aggregating their opinions is illu strated  in Table 4.  

We constructed  the pairwise comparison matrix for each usability metric. We presented  the results ass o-

ciated  with u tility metrics. Table 5 shows the comparison matrix associated  to criterion “utility.”  
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TABLE 4. Pairwise Comparing ASR Modes 

 

TABLE 5. Pairwise Comparison Matrix Related  to the Utility Through Linguistic Variables  

ALMs MVML MVSL SVML SVSL 

MVML E FS FS VS 

MVSL - E FS E 

SVML - - E FS 

SVSL - - - E 

 

We replaced the linguistic variables with their corresponding fuzzy numbers determined in Table 2. 

Table 6 shows the fuzzified  comparison matrix of u tility. 

 

TABLE 6. Fuzzy Pairwise Comparison Matrix Related  to Utility  

ALMs MVML MVSL SVML SVSL 

MVM

L 

(1,1,1) (5,7,9) (5,7,9) (7,9,10) 

MVSL - (1,1,1) (5,7,9) (1,1,1) 

SVML - - (1,1,1) (5,7,9) 

SVSL - - - (1,1,1) 

 

Equation 2 has been applied  for defuzzificating the comparison matrix of u tility (Table 7).  

 

 

TABLE 7. Defuzzified  Pairwise Comparison Matrix Related  to Utility  

ALMs MVML MVSL SVML SVSL 

MVML 1 7 7 8.75 

MVSL 0.142857 1 7 1 

SVML 0.142857 0.142857 1 7 

SVSL 0.114286 1 0.142857 1 
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We obtained the eigenvector of the defuzzified  pairwise comparison matrix related  to u tility. It is consi d-

ered  the MVs of ASR modes in u tility criterion (Table 8). 

 

TABLE 8. Usability Metric Values (MVs) in Utility 

ASR Modes MV 

MVML 0.609701 

MVSL 0.209054 

SVML 0.11857 

SVSL 0.0626755 

 

We used the same procedure for obtaining the MVs in other criteria (Table 9). 

 

 

TABLE 9. MVs of ASR Modes in all Criteria 
Alm Utility Learnability Error Pro-

tection 

Efficiency Effectiveness 

MVML 0.60970 0.34056 0.04279 0.036215 0.02648 

MVSL 0.20905 0.30748 0.16921 0.093077 0.44744 

SVML 0.11857 0.29441 0.59382 0.632602 0.31333 

SVSL 0.06267 0.05753 0.19417 0.238106 0.21273 

 

MVML mode has the highest effect on u tility and learnability. However, it has the lowest effect on error 

protection, efficiency, and  effectiveness. SVML has the maximum effect on Error Protection and  Efficie n-

cy. On the other hand, MVSL has the maximum effect on Effectiveness. The overall usability of ASR 

modes is calculated  through Equations 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 that as demonstrated  in Table 10. The SVML mode 

has the maximum overall effect and, MVML has the third  priority for use in ISPDs.  

 

 

TABLE 10. Overall Effects of Methods  

AML Method Effect 

SVML 1.952746 

MVSL 1.226272 

MVML 1.055758 

SVSL 0.765226 

5.3 Hypothesis Results 

Through statistical analysis, we first proved that d ifferent ASR modes have d ifferent applications. The 

usability of this system is compared by the proposed model and experimental test. The overall results of 

the empirical tests and the average of users’ answers are presented  in Figure 16. The MVML mode has 

the maximum utility and learnability, the MVSL has the maximum effectiveness, SVML has the maxi-

mum error protection and efficiency. 

The analysis of SPANOVA results show s that there is an interaction effect between ASR modes and usa-

bility score [F (3, 36) =76.926, p< .05] (Table 11). The results of tests for subject effects indicate that there 

are significant d ifferences between the modes in the overall usability. Based on Estimated  Marginal 

Means (Table 12), the MVSL has better usability than other AMLMs. 
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Fig.16 Overall Usability of ASR Modes 

 

 

TABLE 11. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean 

Square 

F Sig

. 

Intercept 129642.320 1 129642.32

0 

1992.

624 

.00

0 

methods 15014.680 3 5004.893 76.9

26 

.00

0 

Error 2342.200 36 65.061   

 

 

 

TABLE 12. Usability Comparing ASR Modes 

ASR 

Modes 

Mean Std . 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

MVML 23.000 1.141 20.687 25.313 

MVSL 24.700 1.141 22.387 27.013 

SVML 39.080 1.141 36.767 41.393 

SVSL 15.060 1.141 12.747 17.373 

 
The results of Post Hoc Tests show that there is not a significant d ifference between MVSL and MVML in 

usability (Table 13). Also, the classification results of methods show that MVML and MVSL are in the 

same group in terms of their effectiveness (Table 14).  

 

The CC analysis is conducted  to find  the relation between the ranking of modes produced by the pr o-

posed model and the empirical system test. The results show that there is a strong and linear relation 

between them. N is the number of criteria considered  in rankings (Table 15). 
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TABLE 13. Multiple Comparisons 

Tukey HSD   

(I) ASR 
mode 

(J) ASR 
mode 

Mean 
Difference 

(I-J) 
Std. Error Sig. 

MVML MVSL -1.7000 1.61321 .719 

SVML -16.0800* 1.61321 .000 

SVSL 7.9400* 1.61321 .000 

MVSL MVML 1.7000 1.61321 .719 

SVML -14.3800* 1.61321 .000 

SVSL 9.6400* 1.61321 .000 

SVML MVML 16.0800* 1.61321 .000 

MVSL 14.3800* 1.61321 .000 

SVSL 24.0200* 1.61321 .000 

SVSL MVML -7.9400* 1.61321 .000 

MVSL -9.6400* 1.61321 .000 

SVML -24.0200* 1.61321 .000 

 

TABLE 14. Homogeneous Subsets    
ASR mode N Subset 

1 2 3 

SVSL 10 15.0600   

MVML 10  23.0000  

MVSL 10  24.7000  

SVML 10   39.0800 

Sig.  1.000 .719 1.000 

 

TABLE 15.  Correlation matrix of MFE method and Empirical system test  

 MFE method Empirical test 
MFE method Pearson Correlation 1 .928**

 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 5 5 

Empirical test Pearson Correlation .928**
 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 5 5 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

The usability evaluation by the big data interactive systems is a decision-making issue and it has a strong 

influence on the overall improvement of big data interactive systems. In the formative evaluation of an 

interactive system or situations that conducting empirical tests are costly, the developers need to predict 

the usability without conducting empirical tests. The usability evaluation of big data interactive systems 

considers in terms of qualitative and quantitative criteria. Moreover, there is no co nstant situation for 

evaluating big data interactive systems, the importance of usability metrics will change based on the 

interactive system. Therefore, an efficient and dynamic evaluation method is necessary to improve the 

evaluation process. In this stu dy, we proposed an integrated  model with three phases of evaluation. The 

fuzzy method is integrated  with MFE methods to increase the accuracy of evaluation.  The first phase 

was the preprocessing of evaluation. In this phase, we determined the usability fa ctors based  on the most 

associated  standards and literature review. Four classifications of big data interactive systems are pro-

posed based on a survey of 182 associated  articles. We implemented  a FIS with 50 fuzzies if-then ru les to 

produce the best metric effect for any interactive system. Two fuzzy MFE methods are proposed for i) 
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evaluating an interactive system based on fuzzy d istance calculation to ideal solu tion and ii) comparing 

multiple big data interactive systems based on the pairwise comparison, along with two formulations of 

overall usability correspond ingly.  To the best of our knowledge, an expert -based  usability evaluation 

fuzzy system is a novel system with a dynamic aspect. The fuzzification scale of linguistic variables d e-

sign based on the experts' opinions. The proposed model is applied  to assess the usability of an imple-

mented  multimodel ASR for people with d isabilities. The results show that the proposed model has an 

accurate prediction of usability scores for four modes of the ASR system . The MVML mode had the 

highest effect on u tility and learnability. However, it had  the lowest value for error protection, efficiency, 

and effectiveness. SVML mode had the maximum value in Error Protection and Efficiency. The results of 

the proposed model have been examined through experimental and hypothesis tests. The system is tes t-

ed  for participants with speech d isorders. The criteria are measured  separately in four modes based on 

the system's performance. The statistical results show the importance of AMLMs. The hypotheses anal-

yses indicated  the high correlation between proposed model results and experimental results. The ou t-

put surfaces of the fuzzy systems allowed us to determine the relationship between interactive system 

types and usability metrics. It is concluded that applying a dataset in a neuro-FIS and training system 

cause to produce more than a hundred effective ru les. The findings indicate that the proposed model can 

apply for interactive system evaluation, informative evaluation, and conduct ing complex empirical tests. 

Future studies may improve the FIS with the integration of artificial neural networks.  
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